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Every two months, we take
America’s emotional pulse by
asking people about issues
they discuss around their
kitchen tables: their fears, their
hopes, and the narratives in
media and social circles that
drive them.

Sample
● n=6,346
● National respondents, census
representative of general
population + over-samples of
Latina, Black & AAPI women
Methodology
● Online survey with typed
responses
● Combination of open and
closed questions
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Fielded
March 11-14,
2022
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Women in the Electorate: Breakdown
[2020 Vote Choice] Who did you vote for in the 2020 presidential election? (Closed)
[Strong / Soft Support] Did you strongly support [Joe Biden / Donald Trump] or have mixed feelings about supporting him? (Closed)

34% Biden

32% Trump

All
Americans

3%

American
Women

4%

Strong
Biden

Soft
Biden

Soft
Trump

Strong
Trump

Did not
vote in
2020

Prefer not
to say or
third party
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Who are
women Biden
voters?
The composition of this survey
includes an intentional
overrepresentation of Black, Latina,
and AAPI women voters.

Party Identity
76% Democrat
11% Lean Democrat
17% Independent, lean neither
2% Lean Republican
3% Republican

Strong-Soft Support
58% Strongly supported
Biden
41% Had mixed feelings
about supporting Biden

Ethnicity
43% White
25% Black
17% Latina
13% AAPI

Income
29% <25k
29% 25k-50k
26% 50k-100k
13% 100k+

Age
29% 18-34
32% 35-54
39% 55+

Urbanicity
33% Urban
49% Suburban
19% Rural

Education
28% No college
32% Some college
40% 4-year degree +

Parental Status
28% Parent,
children <18 at
home
25% Parent, no
children <18 at
home
45% Not parent
Recent News Source
45% Local News Station
44% CNN
30% Social Media
26% MSNBCConfidential
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Key Takeaways from January 2022
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3
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Many women feel
worried in their
day-to-day lives. A
majority of women
18-34 feel worried
“most or all of the
time,” though worry
decreases with age.

Across age, race, &
parental status,
women who voted for
Biden share similar
fears with the rest of
Americans —
worsening economic
situation & worsening
COVID.

Younger & Latina
women report less
motivation &
emotional activation
about voting in
upcoming elections
than Older, White, &
Black women.

On the other hand,
younger and Black
voters, and parents
with children at
home, are more likely
to report being
motivated to take
action for causes
they care about.

Younger, Black, and
Latina women, and
parents with children
at home, are
relatively less tuned
in to news & fears
about Republicans
and threats to voting
& democracy.
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Understanding Avalanche’s Qualitative Data
Avalanche Insights instruments combine closed-ended and open-ended questions, using proprietary in-house tech to code and
quantify themes in open-ended responses.

Question text indicates whether
question was asked in open or
closed format.
Qualitative themes, which
summarize similar responses, are
quantified as a percentage of a
given audience. Responses can be
coded into more than one theme.
Higher-level categories, indicated
by gray headings, group together
similar themes to shed light on
summary insights from the data.
Longitudinal changes, from
previous rounds of research, are
indicated with overlaid callouts.
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What has changed in the emotional
landscape of American women in the
past few months?
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[Personal emotion] In the past two weeks, what emotion have you felt most often?
(Open)

Day-to-day
emotions stayed
relatively constant
since January.
Around 6 in 10 women,
regardless of
ethnicity, report
feeling a negative
emotion most often
in the prior two weeks.

Among women who voted for Biden
All
Americans

White

Latina

Black

AAPI

Negative

Positive

No change
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[Personal emotion] In the past two weeks, what emotion have you felt most often?
(Open)

Similar to January,
women with children
are more likely to
report feeling
positive emotions
than women without
children.

Among women who voted for Biden
All
Americans

Children <18
at home

Children not at
home

No children

Negative

Positive

No change
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[Personal Worry] In the past two weeks, how often did you feel worried? (Closed)

Younger Biden
women (still) report
feeling worried more
often than older
Biden women.

31%
All Americans

Among women who voted for Biden:
41%

41%

18-34

39%
35-54
20%
55+

Pretty much
all the time

Most of the
time

Some of the
time

Pretty much not
at all
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Self-reported
motivation to vote in
2022 rose slightly
since January.
Younger, Latina & AAPI
Biden women report
the lowest relative
levels of motivation to
vote in 2022.

[2022 motivation] The next election for members of the House of Representatives will
be in November 2022. As of today, how motivated do you feel about voting in this
election? (Closed)
Very
motivated

Somewhat
motivated

All Americans

Not very
motivated

Not at all
motivated

Don’t
know
+4

Among women who voted for Biden:
18-34
35-54
55+

White
Latina
Black
AAPI
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Biden women under
55 are less certain
than older Biden
women about voting
for the Democrat in
upcoming
congressional
elections.

[2022 vote choice]The next election for members of the House of Representatives will
be in November 2022. If you could vote in the November 2022 election tomorrow, which
party would you vote for? (Closed)

Democrat

Don’t know

Some other
candidate

Republican

Would not
vote

All Americans

Among women who voted for Biden:

18-34
35-54
55+
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Parents & Black
Biden women are
most likely to report
feeling motivated to
take action on
causes they care
about, while AAPI
women are least
likely.

[Activism motivation] As of today, how motivated do you feel to take action to
support an issue or cause you care about? (For example: volunteering, emailing
elected officials, donating, or marching) (Closed)
Very
motivated

Somewhat
motivated

All Americans

Not very
motivated

Not at all
motivated

Don’t
know
+5

Among women who voted for Biden:
Children <18
Children not
<18
No children

White
Latina
Black
AAPI
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What are the top fears on Americans’
minds?
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Economic fears, including references to rising costs and
“inflation” have risen since January. War escalation, a new
theme, is now cited by 1 in 5 as their top fear.
[Fear for America] What do you most fear will happen in America in the next year that would make things harder for people like you?
(Open)
All Americans

↑+7

Worse economy & higher costs

↑+6
↑+4

↑+21

War escalation
Politics & opposing political power

↓-4

Society, unrest, & danger worsening overall
COVID worsening & its effects
Don’t know / Nothing

↓-22
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Women are more likely than men to name economic fears,
especially rising costs of living and inflation.
[Fear for America] What do you most fear will happen in America in the next year that would make things harder for people like you?
(Open)
Biden women voters

Biden men voters
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The top two fears are consistent for women across ethnicity
(and age and parental status).
[Fear for America] What do you most fear will happen in America in the next year that would make things harder for people like you?
(Open)
Among women who voted for Biden
All
Americans

White

Latina

Black

AAPI
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These top fears are also consistent regardless of where
American women are getting their news.
[Fear for America] What do you most fear will happen in America in the next year that would make things harder for people like you?
(Open)
[Media sources] In the past two weeks, what sources, if any, have you turned to for reliable information? Select all that apply. (Closed)
Among American women, Trusted news source
Local news
station (37%)

Social
media (31%)

CNN (29%)

Fox News (27%)

MSNBC (15%)
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In their own words: Fears for America
Rising costs & Inflation
“The cost of food prices and gas is hurting those of us
who now live paycheck to paycheck and our income
would worsen as the months go by.”
-Soft Biden, Latina, Woman
“More people be homeless, more children and senior
citizens going hungry. Plus more people out of work
because they can't afford to put gas in their vehicle to
go to work.”
-Strong Trump, White, Woman
“If prices don't start going down and gas get under
control, I'm not sure even with raises and work deals that
people will be able to afford the gas to go to work. I can
see deep spread recession if something doesn't
improve quickly.”
-Soft Trump, Latina, Woman

War escalation
“I fear there will be a war that the US will get involved in
and it will cause another Great Depression and we will
be in…constant fear for our own safety and survival.”
-Strong Trump, Latina, Woman
“Putin bombing us because he's a madman that has
never been diplomatic.”
-Strong Biden, Latina, Woman
“War. I’m scared…it scares me, I have kids and that's
the last thing want to happen. I want my kids’ safety.”
-Nonvoter, AAPI, Woman
“I fear the war in the Ukraine will make pollution worse
and speed up climate change.”
-Soft Trump, White, Woman
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8 in 10 Americans
are “very
concerned” about
rising costs in
America.
Younger Biden
women & parents
with children <18 are
more likely to say
rising costs are their
top concern.

[Concern about costs] How concerned are you about rising costs in America?
(Closed)
My top
concern

Very
concerned

Somewhat
concerned

Not very
concerned

Not at all
concerned

Don’t
know

79%
All Americans

Among women who voted for Biden:
18-34
35-54
55+

Children <18
Children not
<18
No children
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Black & Latina
Biden women are
also more likely say
rising costs are
their top concern.

[Concern about costs] How concerned are you about rising costs in America?
(Closed)
My top
concern

Very
concerned

Somewhat
concerned

Not very
concerned

Not at all
concerned

Don’t
know

79%
All Americans

Among women who voted for Biden:
White
Latina
Black
AAPI
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Emotional Activation Framework
Successful campaigns transform inhibiting emotions into
activating ones.
Inhibiting emotions
Deter action
●
●
●
●
●

Powerlessness
Sadness
Complacency
Shame
Isolation

Agitating emotions
Can deter OR inspire
action
●
●
●

Fear
Anxiety
Worry

Activating emotions
Inspire action
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Anger
Urgency
Hope
Determination
Agency
Pride
Solidarity
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Agitating emotions (like anxiety & fear) are most common
when women think about rising costs in America. White,
Latina, & AAPI women are especially likely to mention anxiety.
[Rising cost emotion] In one word, what emotion do you feel when you think about rising costs in America? (Open)
Among women who voted for Biden
All
Americans

White

Latina

Black

AAPI

Activating

Agitating

Inhibiting
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Americans are most
concerned about the
costs of gas & food.
Younger Biden
women are
particularly
concerned about
housing, while older
Biden women are
more concerned
about food.

[Which costs] What costs, specifically, are you most concerned about? (Open)
Among women who voted for Biden
All
Americans

18-34

35-54

55+
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Trump women
voters
overwhelmingly
blame Biden for
rising costs.
Biden women voters
are much more
divided on who to
blame (between
Putin, corporate
greed, & gov’t
policies).

[Blame for costs] Who, if anyone, do you believe is responsible for [rising
costs/inflation]? (Open)
All
Americans

Biden
Women Voters

Trump Women
Voters
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An overwhelming
majority (87%) of
Americans say they
will be impacted
personally by the
war in Ukraine.
Older Biden women
are more likely than
younger women to
say the war in
Ukraine will impact
them “very much”
personally.

[Ukraine impact] How much, if at all, do you believe the war in Ukraine will impact your
life as an American? (Closed)
Very
much

Somewhat

Not very
much

Not
at all

Don’t
know

87%
All Americans

Among women who voted for Biden:
18-34
35-54
55+
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Nearly 1 in 2
Americans mentions
a negative
perception of
Biden’s leadership
on Ukraine.
Older Biden women
are much more likely
than younger Biden
women to have
positive perceptions.

[Biden’s Ukraine leadership] In one word, how would you describe President Biden’s
leadership on the crisis in Ukraine? (Open)
Among women who voted for Biden
All
Americans

18-34

35-54

55+

Negative perceptions

Positive perceptions

Neutral or subjective

Don’t know / Nothing
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How are Americans responding to each
party’s narratives about Ukraine and
inflation?
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Content testing: Gov. Kim Reynolds response to SOTU
●

Americans need to stand united with
Ukraine fighting for freedom against
tyranny.

●

America needs to be strong and decisive
on the world stage.

●

In the run-up to crisis, Biden focused on
“political correctness over military
readiness,” leaving us unprepared to
respond and address oil shortage.

●

Biden is ignoring issues facing Americans
and worsening inflation with spending
bills and anti-energy policies.

Half of respondents saw the clip of Gov. Reynolds.
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Content testing: WHPS Jen Psaki on “Putin’s Gas Price Hike”
●

Gas prices have gone up because of
Putin. Russia is major oil producer, and its
decision to invade Ukraine disturbed
global markets.

●

In the first year of Biden presidency, US
production of oil and gas actually
increased.

●

Oil companies are also to blame for
having unused permits.

●

Biden released 40M barrels of strategic
oil reserves, and releasing 30M more.

●

Long term, we have to become energy
independent by investing in clean
energy.

Half of respondents saw the clip of WHPS Jen Psaki.
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Majorities of Americans agree and are convinced by both
messages, but those majorities were meaningfully stronger
for Reynolds’ message.
[Among
all Americans]

Gov. Kim Reynolds
response to SOTU

WHPS Jen Psaki on
“Putin’s Gas Price Hike”

Do you agree?

59%

55%

Is it convincing?

65%

56%

Would you share it?

57%

56%

Anxiety, sadness, fear
(for those who agree)

Hope (for those who agree),
Anger (for those who disagree)

Top emotional
reactions?
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While the Psaki message clearly outperforms among Biden
women, 4 in 10 Biden women still agree with Reynolds.
[Among
Biden women]

Gov. Kim Reynolds
response to SOTU

WHPS Jen Psaki on
“Putin’s Gas Price Hike”

Do you agree?

41%

84%

Is it convincing?

46%

84%

Would you share it?

39%

75%

Top emotional
reactions?

Anger

Hope
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Viewers of Psaki’s message identify the call for long term
energy independence the most important part. Parts blaming
Putin & oil companies have lower salience.
[Psaki important part] In your opinion, what is the most important part of the message? (Open)
Biden women voters
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How do Americans respond to potential
policy solutions?
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We tested five policies from Biden’s State of the Union address
to address costs of living, asking if Americans think they
would make a positive difference in their lives.
➔

Manufacture more goods in America, including cars and
semiconductors

➔

Crack down on corporate monopolies that are overcharging
consumers

➔

Cap the costs of prescription drugs

➔

Cut energy costs and combat climate change by helping people
make their homes and cars more energy-efficient

➔

Cut childcare costs in half for working and middle income families
and provide free pre-K for 3 and 4 year olds
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Cracking down on monopolies & cutting energy costs are the
policies that Biden women 18-54 say would benefit them most.
[Biden economic policies] In his State of the Union address, President Biden outlined the following plan to address rising costs for
families in America. What difference, if any, do you believe these policies would make in your life personally? (Closed)
All Americans

18-34 Biden women

35-54 Biden women

55+ Biden women

Monopolies
Energy costs
Prescriptions
Childcare
Manufacturing
Large
positive
difference

Small
positive
difference
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Addressing energy costs & monopolies are the two most
popular policies across Biden women of all ethnicities. Half say
monopoly policy would make a “large positive difference.”
[Biden economic policies] In his State of the Union address, President Biden outlined the following plan to address rising costs for
families in America. What difference, if any, do you believe these policies would make in your life personally? (Closed)
All Americans

White Biden women

Latina Biden
women

Black Biden
women

AAPI Biden
women

Monopolies
Energy costs
Prescriptions
Manufacturing
Childcare

Large
positive
difference

Small
positive
difference
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59% of Biden women with children <18 say they’d benefit from
policies to cut childcare costs — but even parents say other
policies would have greater impact.
[Biden economic policies] In his State of the Union address, President Biden outlined the following plan to address rising costs for
families in America. What difference, if any, do you believe these policies would make in your life personally? (Closed)
All Americans

Children <18

Children, not <18

No children

Monopolies
Energy costs
Prescriptions
Childcare
Manufacturing
Large
positive
difference

Small
positive
difference
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[Policies addressing concerns] Thinking about the policies above as a whole, how
well do the policies address your concerns about rising costs in America? (Closed)

Under 55, Latina, &
AAPI women Biden
voters are the least
likely to say the
policies, taken as a
whole, address their
concerns “very
well.”

Very
well

Somewhat
well

A little

Not
at all

Don’t
know

All Americans

Among women who voted for Biden:
18-34
35-54
55+

White
Latina
Black
AAPI
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Key Audiences: Summary
Compared to other ages, ethnicities, or subgroups within Biden women voters:

Biden women
18-34

Biden women
with children <18

Black
Biden women

Latina
Biden women

AAPI
Biden women

Motivation to vote

Lower

—

—

Lower

Lower

Motivation to take
action

—

Higher

Higher

—

Lower

Concern about
rising costs

Higher

Higher

Higher

Higher

—

Concerns
addressed by
Biden policies

—

—

Higher

Lower

Lower
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Key Takeaways

1

2

3

4

5

Rising costs of living &
inflation are the top
fears in America,
followed by the war in
Ukraine. COVID has
significantly fallen as
a top fear.

The war in Ukraine is
making an impact,
and many Americans
say they’ll be
personally impacted.
Older voters are more
concerned about
Ukraine and more
approving of Biden’s
response than
younger voters.

Younger, Latina, &
Black women, and
parents of children
under 18 are the most
concerned about
rising costs —
especially food, gas, &
housing prices.

Younger, Latina & AAPI
women — who report
the least enthusiasm
to turn out to vote in
2022 — are least likely
to say their concerns
are addressed by
proposed Biden
policies.

Messages about an
energy independent
future inspire hope.
Cracking down on
monopolies & cutting
costs via clean energy
are popular among
younger, Latina, &
AAPI women.
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